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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUCTION.*
I. The threefold aim of Teaching.-Education, as Montaigne

says, forges the mind-tempers and fashions it; the design of'in-
struction is to store it.

To instruct or teach is to convey knowledge into the pupil's
mind; and certainly instruction forms a large portion of the task
which the master actually performs; it is the most conspicuous part
of his work; most readily appreciable ; most easily measured by
results. On this account, however, the notion bas been long pre-
valent that instruction comprehends the whole of education; the
whole duty of the teacher: a notion which is lanentably wrong,
and which can produce only mischievous effects.

What, in reality, is instruction of itself ? What is ail the infor-
mation that we can impart to the mind, if we do not endeavour to
form the mind, and to iniprove its quality 1 It is an instruwent,
indeed, but the band which ought to use that instrument bas not
the right power, or is not properly formed ; it remaips an ipgrl-
ment, even though it effected nothing, which, however, can never
be the case. Instruction, like every other inert instrument, is in
itself neither good nor evil, but may become one or the other
accor4ing to the use made of it; and it is a sad truth that the
mind possessing it, if not prepared and disposed to use it for good,
will most certainly use it for evil. Infitely better, in that case,
would it have been if the instrument had been immediately broken
in pieces by the hands that received it.

Let not instruction be .withheld ; but give it in sauch a way as will
promote the mind's growth, and cultivate goodness of disposition.

e &mpted fmm Com n 2loriew tPr«igwd. Pé*wosie. W M. Ohrrbonesmu.
Paris, 18.

And, in order that it may have this double tendency, let us ever
be4r in mind that teaching, in reference to every brancb of instruc-
tion, ought to have a threefold aim :-lst, The communication of,
knowledge ; 2d, The development of the intellectual powers; 3rd,
The development of the moral powers, Let us examine these
points in succession.

ilt, The Communication of kowledqe.-This requires not to
be dwelt on ; it is the direct and immediate purpose of teaching;
but not the final purpose, not that which is most important to
attain. Instruction is, ns it were, but an outer covering; the
mmd, the intelligent principle, is the main thing.

2d, The development of the intellectual Powere.-It is the
entire mind which we should. endeavour to cultivate, when we
i4part knowledge to it; we sbould teke advantage of all the oppor-
tunities that so readily occur in teaching, for developing and
strengthening the intelligence o children. It will perhaps be said
that, ag instruction addresses itself to the understanding, it must
necessarily, in doing so, develop the mental faculties, and that there
can be no need for a teacher to pre-occupy bis mind ivith any
design of producing that result, or to bend bis efforts in any special
way towards it. But be it observed, tbat instinctive development,
if we may so call it, is a very slight thing compared with what the
master can probuce in whose efforts there is a constant and express
aim at intellectual development. nJe will accor4ing!y avail him-
self of all opportunities and means which such instruction as he
ought to give to bis pupils will naturally supply, for the work of
diligently educating all the powers of their minds. He will strive
rather to form men of intellectual ability than to produce men of
learning.

And here let us notice a special aspect of this part of our subject.
lin order that instruction may be fruitful in the mid, it is not
sufficient tbat the pupil remember well. its principles, and that
his understanding shou þe enlaråed and strengthened by them;
it is further requisite that that faculty of bis mind which I will cali
the practical sense, shall bave sufficiently profited by them, and
shall have been made More powerful and skilfol. Where would
be the benefit to a man to bave learned in bis childhood barren
theories, or any kind of knowledge of whici e has not been taught
to make some application to the uses of life and to bis daily wants ?
Where would be his advantage in being able to give strict demon-
strations of general theorems in arithmetic, o in .ving been
trained to perform dlicult opera.ions with abstrac t numbers, if he
knows not how to state and resolve a ptactical problem ? Where
his advantage in a general acquaintance witb geograpby and history


